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Description
Chemotherapy is one possibility obtainable to treat cancer patients. 

The categories of medication used and the way they're administered 
depends upon the patient's state of affairs, the kind of cancer, and also the 
goal of cancer medical care. Therapy choices area unit individualized for 
every patient. Treatment choices are typically collaboration between the 
patient, family and cancer doctor. 

There are unit totally different goals for therapy. The treatment is also 
meant to cure the cancer, management its growth and unfold, or offer 
comfort to the patient. Therapy affects folks in numerous ways that. The 
foremost common facet result is fatigue however different a lot of serious 
complications might occur, relying upon the kind of therapy treatment. 
The battle to treat cancer is in progress. There is a unit several new 
chemotherapeutical medication and treatment protocols being developed. 
Clinical trials is also a possibility for a few patients with cancer, however 
there's no guarantee that a brand new drug or treatment can work or is 
best than customary obtainable treatment [1]. 

Depending on your kind of cancer and the way advanced its, therapy 
will: Cure cancer-once therapy destroys cancer cells to the purpose that 
your doctor can now not find them in your body and that they won't grow 
back. Management cancer-once therapy keeps cancer from spreading, 
slows its growth, or destroys cancer cells that have unfold to different 
components of your body. Ease cancer symptoms conjointly known as 
palliative care-once therapy shrinks tumors that area unit inflicting pain 
or pressure.

If doable, chemo is employed to cure cancer, which means that the 
cancer is destroyed it goes away and doesn’t come. Most doctors don’t 
use the word “cure” except as doable or supposed results of treatment. 
So, once giving treatment that may have an opportunity of hardening a 
person’s cancer, the doctor might describe it as treatment with curative 
intent. Though cure is also the goal in these things, and is that the hopes 
of the many UN agencies have cancer, it doesn’t perpetually compute that 
means. It usually takes a few years to understand if a person’s cancer is 
actually cured [2].

If a cure isn't endearing, the goal of cancer treatment is also to regulate 
the illness. In these cases, chemo is employed to shrink tumors and stop 
the cancer from growing and spreading. This could facilitate the person 
with cancer feel higher and live longer. In several cases, the cancer doesn’t 
fully depart, however is controlled and managed as a chronic illness, very 
like cardiovascular disease or polygenic disorder. In different cases, the 
cancer might depart for a minute; however it’s doubtless to return back.

Chemo can even be wont to ease symptoms caused by the cancer. This 
can be known as palliation, palliative therapy, or treatment with palliative 
intent. Once the cancer is at a sophisticated stage, in all probability can't 
be controlled, and has unfold, the goal of giving chemo is also to enhance 
the standard of life or facilitate the person feel higher. For example, chemo 
is also wont to facilitate shrink a growth that’s inflicting pain or pressure 
that the patient feels higher and has less pain [3].

 It’s necessary to understand that treatment wont to scale back 
symptoms or improve comfort is named palliative care. For instance, anti-
nausea treatments or pain medicines area unit palliative, and might be 
used the least bit stages of treatment. It may be confusing once chemo is 
employed as a palliative treatment, as a result of its most frequently wont 
to attempt to cure or management the cancer. However once it’s used with 
the goal of comfort, chemo becomes a part of a palliative care arrange.
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